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change in direction, I moved from Detroit to Phoenix, AZ after high school 

to find work and figure things out . I worked in temporary jobs during the 

day, attended a technical college at night, and eventually landed an entry

level position with a large government contractor. The company provided 

me with training in technical writing and charged me with the task of 

creating a 40-hour internal training course related to circuit board design 

simulations. I never realized that I had any aptitude to be a teacher until I 

stepped out of my comfort zone to do it. After working and saving funds 

for about 6 years, I quit my job and enrolled in a state university with the 

intention of studying full time and earning my degree. However, my car 

engine died during my first semester and wiped out about half of my 

savings. So, I looked high and low for another job and found work in a 

Comparative Physiology and Functional Morphology Laboratory. Suddenly, 

I was immersed in the very unfamiliar world of antelope muscle 

bioenergetics and rattlesnake muscle mechanics. The lab director, Dr. 

Lindstedt, helped me to land a NASA Space Grant during my senior year. 

Upon enrolling at the university, research was not even a passing thought... 

yet there I was helping to conduct an exercise study, giving a conference 

platform presentation, and publishing a FASEB abstract. My mind is still 

blown after all these years. Mentors matter. 

"I was an older student when I started my undergraduate 

education and the only African American in my physical 

therapy program." 

- Dr. Michael Harris-Love

What makes you a #UniqueScientist? 

I suppose that my lab group is unique within our medical center given that 

our projects involve therapists, physicians, nurses, radiologists, 

kinesiologists, and bioengineers. My hope is that our rehabilitation science 

perspective adds some value to the rapidly evolving field of sarcopenia 

research. Also, I think that my early experience in a functional morphology 

lab helped me to expand my view of muscle function as both a clinician and 

a scientist. In considering career matters, I took the somewhat unique 

approach of conducting my initial research activities in federal labs and 

hospitals before taking on the minefield of academic promotion (my 

appointment as a Professor at the University of Colorado (@CUPhysTher) 
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